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Total Quality Management in Mine Action

Here the author relays the relationship between information management and quality management and how the latter depends on the efficiency of the former. With increasingly better tools for mine-action programs in the field of information management, such as the new versions of the Information Management System for Mine Action, the author discusses how mine action will move into a new age of information technology that will allow for better proficiency in the field.

by Daniel Eriksson [ UNDP–Iraq / Swedish Rescue Services Agency ]

Although many credit Dr. W. Edwards Deming with being the father of the quality-management movement, which propelled the post-World War II Japanese industry onto the global market, his role was in fact limited. David Hutchins wrote: "Dr. Deming did not, as many Westerners think, introduce the Japanese to statistical quality control. These concepts and their importance were well-known to the Japanese long before he even went there. However, the Japanese were struggling with the problem of conveying the mathematical concepts to their people. ... Dr. Deming's contribution was to help them cut through the academic theory, to present the ideas in a simple way which could be meaningful down to production-level workers."1

Deming's success was, in other words, based on his ability to take existing theory and methods and convey them in a more intuitive way to those who could benefit from them. The case can be made that the information-management concept in mine action today is at a defining moment similar to that which Deming encountered in 1950s Japan. The aim of this article is to discuss the role of information management in total quality management of mine action and to introduce the reader to an existing framework that joins the fields of quality management and information management. This framework has the potential to spur quality in mine-action information management in a similar way to how Deming managed to launch quality management in the manufacturing industry.

Mine-action Information Management

Mine action has arguably been on the forefront of information management in the development domain since the 1990s, particularly in terms of spatial-information management. In spite of this relative success, information management is still an underutilized element in mine action. Similar to the situation in other nonprofit business areas, the information-management concept is often equated with the most visible tools and mediums in the organization, in this case, the Information Management System for Mine Action, e-mail, and Web sites. Parallels should instead be made to the business-intelligence concept in commercial industry, where the value of information management is well understood. This significance is exemplified in this quote from an information-management handbook: "[I]t has become increasingly recognized that information is the most important strategic resource that any organization has to manage."

In industries that apply the business-intelligence and data-mining concepts, all the data required to direct an organization is collected, analyzed, digested and disseminated to decision-makers through one central function. Information management in that context is not an entity or a tool, but a policy area that enables senior management to govern the organization. That state of affairs should be the aim of the mine-action community, and theories of quality-management experts could be used as catalyzers to improve mine-action systems.

Quality and Information Management

Charles Loxton, the pioneer of total quality management in mine action, wrote, "... the minefield is only the last stage of the product-realisation process."3 The quality of the services generated in the information-management function is thus part of the product-realization process and will affect the quality of the end product either negatively or positively. Furthermore, Loxton emphasized the importance of senior-management commitment in successful quality management.4 The situation is similar in information management: In the absence of adequate management vision and commitment, information managers all too often become high-tech archivists or space-age cartographers.

Information management can add to total quality in two fundamental ways: through the support services required for operational departments to do their work (e.g., e-mail, printers) and through the implementation of information-management tools and methods in other departments with the intention to give leverage to quality in the product-realization process. Let us call these two parts "service support" and "service delivery," respectively.

Can high-quality information management improve the quality of the products provided through a mine-action program? One must first ask whether it is possible to measure quality in information management. Key performance indicators address this problem. In service support, there is potential to measure responsiveness, e.g., time required to solve a user problem, number of problems solved per day. For service delivery, the key performance indicators are more abstract. Indicators...
can include conversion time, i.e., the time required for a user to find the information required to make a decision or a count of the reported problems, which indicates the stability of the system and the knowledge of the users. Key performance indicators are, however, not the answer to all our problems. Deming sees one of the “seven deadly diseases” of quality management as “running a company on visible figures alone.” He also states that “the most important figures that one needs for management are unknown or unknowable, but successful management must nevertheless take account of them.” Key performance indicators must henceforth be seen in their context and care should be taken to avoid fixating on improving these indicator values at the cost of overall quality.

Service Delivery in Mine Action

What are the concrete ways in which information management can improve the quality of the product-realization process in the operational departments? According to Loxton, “Quality is about prevention—you cannot ‘inspect’ quality into a product. It has to happen before the inspection process.” Loxton points out that operations staff are responsible for the level of quality in the product of the organization, and that quality-assurance staff are only responsible for reporting the level of quality in the product. Information management can therefore support operational staff by giving them access to more relevant information on which to base their decisions. Information management can also enable quality-assurance staff to identify causes of poor quality in inspected projects by providing tools for analyzing collected data in the search for correlations. In this context it is possible to see that information management is an accelerant to a manual process; this means that information management is, at the best, ineffectual without a properly working manual operational-management process. Deming warns that excessive support from machinery in the product-realization process, particularly in processes where knowledge and learning are important, can be counterproductive and result in lower quality over time. He recommends processes to be “semi-automated, not fully automated” which enables users to learn from experience and to apply new theory and knowledge when necessary.

In mine action there have already been cases in which decision support has been allowed to automate operations-management processes to the detriment of quality.

IMSMA

IMSMA does provide some functionality for process consistency, accountability and decision support. The most widely used versions of IMSMA, version 3, is very rigid. The built-in flexibility lies in the user-defined fields that can be added to each process output, e.g., minefield and Technical Survey. Although this capability adds to what IMSMA can store, it does not allow for changes in the mine-action workflow. For IMSMA v.3 to provide a consistency benefit, the workflow in the organization will have to be adjusted to the software, which is sacrilegious to information-management theory. The software should fit the organization, not the other way around.

The editions of IMSMA that have succeeded v.3 are located on the other end of the spectrum in terms of flexibility, giving the administrator complete freedom to set up the processes and outputs in the mine-action program. With the ability to set up the processes, it becomes clear that information management has become a central tool for strategic management of the organization. Through the setup of IMSMA, the management will have to determine how the organization will conduct its business, both in terms of processes, such as socioeconomic survey and battle-area clearance, as well as in terms of outputs, such as dangerous areas, minefields and cleared areas.

Although the technology allows for change of the processes, once the workflow is set, it will be challenging to alter it. With the new versions of IMSMA, it is important that the information-management unit foresees the information needs of its organization so that data can be collected at an early stage and digested into information presented to the clients when they request it. This task is part of the service-delivery function.

The Information Technology Infrastructure Library

Service delivery and service support are terms taken from the Information Technology Infrastructure Library. ITIL is a guide for the development of a comprehensive information-management policy in an organization. As opposed to the International Organization for Standardization 9001:2000 system, ITIL is not a
standard toward which an organization can be deemed compliant. ITIL provides best practices for information management, which should be adapted to the particular circumstances surrounding individual organizations. The United Kingdom’s Office of Government Commerce developed ITIL in the 1980s. ITIL now exists in three sequentially released versions, the most widely used being version 2. The Information Technology Infrastructure Library v.2 guidelines consist of seven books, or modules, which bridge the business with the technology. The books cover aspects of information management ranging from the tangible, such as network management, otherwise known as information and communications technology infrastructure management, to the conceptual, such as organizational change management, also known as planning to implement service management.

Although all mine-action programs that are dependent on information management will benefit from adopting ITIL for their information-management policy, it will be particularly relevant for mine-action programs to introduce more advanced and flexible tools, like the next generation of IMSMA. ITIL will help the information management unit maximize the impact of such software, as well as reduce the risks associated with technology in developing-country contexts.

Conclusion
There is an intimate relationship between successful information management and successful implementation of total
quality management. High-quality information-management services bridge the business with the technology to provide leverage to all business processes. With the arrival of more powerful information-management tools in mine action, like the next generation of IMSMA, mine-action programs will become more reliant on information-management systems and tools. In this context, the adoption of an information-management policy will become increasingly important.

ITIL is a guideline that supports information managers and senior managers in identifying the elements that should be part of an effective information-management policy. In bridging business and technology it is important to accept that quality in the two cannot be isolated. Changes in the technology will affect quality of the business and vice versa. Deming’s advice for quality management translates well to mine-action information management. His most relevant advice is that quantitative measurements, e.g., key performance indicators, should not be allowed to become an end in themselves, and that fully automated methods in the product-realization process will harm the continuous improvement of quality.

In summary, the requirements put on the mine-action business through the adoption of new technology give the incentive to bring mine action into a new era. The ITIL framework combined with the teachings of Loxton and others provides the ability to enter this era. The scene is set for a leap forward in mine-action information management. See Endnotes, page 114